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Executive Summary

Gold coming from Sudan is conflict-affected, high-risk, and helping to destabilize Darfur, Blue Nile, and South Kordofan, the country’s main conflict zones. In those areas, civilians living around gold mining sites have suffered killings, mass rape, and the torching of their homes and fields at the hands of armed groups, including the Sudanese army and tribal militias fighting with government backing. In North Darfur and Blue Nile, mining areas have been both the sites and the objects of conflict. In South Kordofan, mining benefits the Sudan Peoples’ Liberation Movement-North (SPLM-N).

Because the gold mined in Darfur’s conflict-affected Jebel Amer region benefits Musa Hilal, a Janjaweed leader on both the U.N. and the U.S. sanctions lists, both the U.S. government and the U.N. Security Council should use their existing sanctions authority on Darfur to investigate the role of the gold trade in driving the violence in that region. Based on these investigations, both the United States and the United Nations should make additional sanctions designations against gold traders and companies facilitating the destabilizing trade in Darfur’s gold.

Beyond Darfur, mines in both Blue Nile and South Kordofan are also conflict-affected. Since the vast majority of Sudan’s gold is purchased, consolidated, and exported by the government, it is almost impossible to distinguish which gold comes from conflict-affected areas and which gold comes from other sources. In light of this ambiguity, the United States should urge international gold industry leaders to red-flag all gold shipments from Sudan as “conflict gold” under existing auditing programs and to demand that those buying Sudanese gold trace it to its mine of origin. Unless gold from Sudan can be verifiably traced to a conflict-free mine of origin, it should be flagged as high risk during audits and excluded from responsible buyers’ supply chains.
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These combined due diligence efforts should help to reduce the market price for conflict-affected gold from Sudan. When combined with targeted sanctions on gold traders, these measures should make it harder for the government of Sudan, its Janjaweed proxies, and other armed groups to profit from war and use gold to fund their operations.

Below we outline the scope of the problem and offer policy recommendations.

Where are Sudan’s gold mines?

Sudan boasts 944 tonnes (1,057 tons) of gold reserves. Gold mines are scattered across Sudan, including Darfur, South Kordofan, and Blue Nile. These are the principal zones of conflict in Sudan today. Artisanal gold mining is also drawing hundreds of thousands of artisanal miners to the deserts of Sudan’s northern and eastern states, areas that have not seen large-scale conflict yet.

Historically, Sudan exported most of its gold from mines in the relatively peaceful northeastern part of the country. Until 2012, 74 percent of the country’s proven gold reserves were being managed through just two companies: the Canadian-Egyptian-Sudanese joint venture Ariab and the Moroccan-Sudanese venture Managem. Those companies’ concessions are in Red Sea and Nile states respectively, far from the country’s war zones. Although these large-scale mines attracted criticism for their poor labor conditions and negative environmental impact, the country’s gold trade was never directly touched by its wars. This changed dramatically in 2012 with the discovery of significant gold deposits in North Darfur. The discovery of gold in Jebel Amer attracted a flood of at least 100,000 artisanal miners to the area. Since then, artisanal gold has eclipsed industrial gold production. Although the government has granted more than 120 companies mining concessions, these sites have yet to yield much exportable gold. Last year, only 10 of the 73.3 tonnes (11.2 of 82.1 tons) of gold produced in the country came from industrial mining operations. The remaining gold was unearthed by one million artisan miners, many in the country’s conflict zones.

Who controls Sudan’s conflict gold mines in North Darfur, South Kordofan, and Blue Nile?

In North Darfur, competition over mining areas reflects the broader political landscape. In January 2013, the gold mining area of Jebel Amer in North Darfur was the site of mass ethnic cleansing and violent displacement. The site is now under the control of the Awakening Revolutionary Council and Musa Hilal, a tribal leader and infamous Janjaweed commander. Hilal is one of four people that the U.N. Security Council has already placed under sanctions for his previous role in the abuses leading up the genocide in Darfur. He now claims control over one of the most productive mining sites in the entire country.

With tacit government backing, Hilal’s forces overran Jebel Amer, a Beni Hussein stronghold, in early 2013. As Magdi El Gizouli, a fellow at the Rift Valley Institute explains, “The government is so desperate for the gold that they are willing to stoke conflict to get artisanal mines under its control.” Mass displacement and serious human rights abuses ensued. In a classic divide-and-conquer move, the government imposed a July 2013 treaty between the Abbala and Beni Hussein. 
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tribes, which gave control of the Jebel Amer mining area to the government. At the same time, Hilal mediated his own parallel peace treaty that allows him to continue to exercise his influence over the area through a parallel system of taxation. At the time, the North Darfur state Minister of Finance Abu Daoud Suleiman announced that the government would levy a fee on all gold mined from the area. By substantially reducing the Beni Hussein community’s stake in the enterprise, this agreement reallocated proceeds from the mine in favor of the government and its Abbala allies. A year later, in August 2014, the central government sought to grant industrial mining concessions over the area to two companies with ties to the Islamic Movement in Sudan: MAM for Mining and Minas.

While Hilal continues to assert de facto control over the mine through the Awakening Revolutionary Council, the government has awarded de jure rights to these companies, which hope to ring-fence the operations. As of December 2014, Hilal’s Awakening Revolutionary Council had set up its own management board to govern mining in Jebel Amer and impose its own taxes. Despite Hilal’s benefit from gold at its point of origin, the trade puts profits into the hands of the government because it is sold to the Central Bank.

Additionally, local media reports that Janjaweed war criminal and leader of the Rapid Support Forces Mohammad Hamdan Dagolo independently owns at least three mines in Jebel Amer. Following detailed reporting by the U.N. Panel of Experts on Sudan, Dagolo’s Rapid Support forces were recently singled out by the U.N. Security Council for violations of Security Council Resolution 1591. Although they only produce limited quantities of gold, mines in Blue Nile and South Kordofan states have also been sites of conflict, according to the research organization International Peace Information Service (IPIS). In 2012, the Sudan Armed Forces took over two mines in Blue Nile state, one in Belguwa, 60 kilometers north of al Damazin and the other south of Geissan. Red Rock Mining Company now holds the concession near al Damazin. Red Rock is a subsidiary of Sudan Master Technology, a government-owned company on the U.S. sanctions list. Eyat Mining and Exploration operates the site near Geissan. In the same period, the rebel SPLM-N took over two mines near Rashad town in Blue Nile—Zalataya and Jebel Mahala.

The SPLM-N also controls mines in South Kordofan state, including six sites in Heiban country. IPIS has found evidence that proceeds from SPLM-N mining are deposited in the Mountain Trade and Development Bank in Juba.

Where does the gold go after leaving the mines?

In Sudan, the Central Bank enjoys a de jure monopoly of gold processing and sale abroad. It operates the country’s only refinery and is the only entity allowed to sell gold abroad. Because gold exports are currently one of the government’s primary sources of foreign exchange, the Central Bank is willing to offer competitive domestic prices to discourage small-scale miners from clandestinely selling their gold to smugglers.
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The Central Bank of Sudan prints money to buy local gold at high black-market currency rates and then sells it for dollars on the global market at the much lower official exchange rates. But this approach is unsustainable in the long run. Three years of gold purchases by the Central Bank of Sudan have led to massive injections of liquidity in the market and faster reserve money growth than expected, which in turn has caused further inflation. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is now recommending that Sudan “reduce unsterilized gold purchases, and refrain from using the parallel exchange rate for these purchases.” By noting the government’s problematic use of the parallel exchange rate to finance its “unsterilized” gold purchase, the IMF report makes clear that the current approach, which relies on the difference between the black-market currency rate and the official global exchange rate, is fiscally unadvisable.

How does Sudanese gold reach the global market?

With the exception of limited sales to Canada, Saudi Arabia, and South Africa, Sudan sells most of its gold to the United Arab Emirates. Once Sudan’s gold reaches the Emirates, it enters the international market and ends up in consumer electronics, jewelry, aviation parts, and banks. Last year, the Sudanese government only officially exported 37 of the 73.3 tonnes (41.4 of 82.1 tons) of the gold it claims was produced within the country. More research is needed on what happens to the other 36.3 tonnes (40 tons).

It is worth noting that the government of Sudan is not earning full market value for its exports. The IMF found that Sudanese gold exports earn less per ounce compared to the international rate. In 2013, Sudanese gold sold for $1.198 per ounce while gold on the international market commanded $1.411 per ounce at the time. In 2012, the gap was even more pronounced—at $0.343 per ounce. Despite these unfavorable terms, the Sudanese government continues to buy gold from miners at the international rate since gold exports remain one of its only sources of foreign exchange.

Why is gold so important to the Sudanese economy?

With the loss of oil revenues, gold is becoming the government’s lifeline for foreign exchange, which the Sudanese government desperately needs and has lost in its effort to defend the national currency from double-digit inflation. Sudan’s President Omar al-Bashir himself has acknowledged that although “we lost oil, we got gold.” Sudan is the 12th largest gold producer in the world and the third largest in Africa, so these exports are not insignificant. The IMF projected that “an anticipated good agriculture harvest and continued robust gold production are expected to strengthen economic growth [in Sudan] to about 3½ percent.”

According to the IMF, in 2011, gold exports accounted for only 13 percent of the country’s total exports. By 2012, that number climbed to 42 percent. Despite a drop in exports in 2013, gold sales still made up 36 percent of overall exports. Fitting that pattern, the IMF projects that 2014 gold sales earned the government at least $1.172 billion. The Sudanese government itself boasts that sales earned $1.36 billion last year. Especially in light of debilitating sanctions on Sudan’s Central Bank, gold acts as a vehicle to secure reliable streams of foreign exchange. Iran employed a similar strategy with its “gas for gold scheme” involving Turkey. In that arrangement, Iran sold...
its gas to Turkey in exchange for gold. It then sold that gold to the United Arab Emirates in exchange for foreign currency. At the height of the U.S.-led sanctions campaign, Iran relied on this scheme to buttress its economy and secure a reliable stream of foreign currency through sales of gold to the United Arab Emirates. Sudan has adopted a similar approach.

How do we know which gold shipments exported from Sudan come from conflict-affected areas?

It is impossible to tell. Because all of Sudan’s gold mixes together at the Central Bank before export, there is no way to distinguish between gold mined from conflict-affected areas in North Darfur, South Kordofan, and Blue Nile and gold from mines that meet responsible sourcing criteria.

The London Bullion Market Association (LBMA),54 the Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC),55 the Conflict-Free Sourcing Initiative (CFSI),56 and the Dubai Multi Commodities Center (DMCC)57 have all asked or required their members to conduct due diligence on their supply chains for connections to conflict and use conflict-free auditing systems. The new conflict-free audits have flagging systems for gold from conflict or high-risk countries, including places where the gold has been associated with serious abuses or support to armed groups.58 These efforts align with the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) position in its supplement on gold to its due diligence guidance for responsible supply chains of minerals from conflict-affected and high-risk areas.59 To date, these auditing systems have mainly been used to screen for gold from the Democratic Republic of the Congo because of the conflict minerals provision in the 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.60 The lack of widespread knowledge about Sudan’s conflict gold dynamics has allowed high-risk gold from Sudan to continue to make its way into the international market.

What can we do to limit profits from Sudan’s conflict gold trade?

There are a number of steps that could help stop Sudan’s conflict gold trade:

1. **Task U.N. experts with investigation of Darfur’s gold trade:** In its engagement with its Panel of Experts, the Sudan Sanctions Committee should task the Panel with investigating connections between gold and all the armed groups operating in Darfur, including the government’s security services. Because he is already on their list, Musa Hilal should receive special attention from the Panel for his connections to the gold trade.

   There is precedent for this type of approach. U.N. Security Council Resolution 2198 found that the “illicit trade of natural resources, including gold or wildlife” constitutes an act that undermines “the peace, stability or security of the DRC.”61 Resolution 1591, which set up the U.N.’s sanctions regime on Darfur, also allows for punitive measures against anyone found to be “a threat to stability in Darfur and the region.”62 However, this language has not been interpreted to include natural resource trade in the case of Darfur. Because the gold trade has become a major source of financing for armed groups and a
threat to the region’s stability, an analogous interpretation of the scope of Darfur sanctions is appropriate.

2. **Prioritize building dossiers on key gold traders within Sudan and warn international traders of possible sanctions:** Like the United Nations, the U.S. government has its own sanctions authority, allowing designations of those found to be contributing to destabilizing Darfur. The U.S. Department of the Treasury should build dossiers on the traders who carry gold from mines in Darfur and those who sell gold to the Central Bank. Under Executive Order 13400, anyone who constitutes a threat to the stability of Darfur and the region can be designated for sanctions. U.S. diplomats should make it clear to interlocutors in the Emirates, Saudi Arabia, and South Africa that unless traders in their countries stop purchasing from conflict-affected supply chains originating in Darfur, any traders who import from Sudan may also be investigated for U.S. sanctions designation under the premise that the gold trade destabilizes the region.

3. **Take legislative action to curb trade in conflict-affected gold from Sudan:** Given the gravity of the threat that the gold trade presents, the U.S. Congress should expand the scope of Sudan’s sanctions outlined in the 2006 Darfur Peace and Accountability Act to specifically include provisions that would allow the imposition of sanctions on traders, officials, and armed leaders benefitting from the conflict-affected gold trade from Darfur.

Additionally, members of Congress should introduce language that spells out how Sudan’s gold trade is conflict-affected and a major factor in destabilizing Darfur, especially in light of its connection to Musa Hilal, who is on the U.S. sanctions list. This language could be incorporated in an existing legislative vehicle on Sudan or on a stand-alone basis. In it, Congress should call on banks and gold refiners to red-flag Sudanese gold as high-risk, and for gold industry associations to include Sudan as a high-risk country in their conflict-free audits, in order to ascertain what gold exports from Sudan are conflict-affected.

4. **Encourage greater industry due diligence:** The U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs should urge the OECD Multi-Stakeholder Group on Responsible Mineral Supply Chains, the CFSI, the LBMA, and the RJC to make sure that their various auditors designate Sudanese gold as high-risk when conducting conflict-free audits. Given the consolidation of all gold mined in Sudan by the Central Bank, all exports coming from the country should be considered high-risk for connections to conflict at present. Specifically, both the LBMA and the DMCC should avoid adding Sudan’s state-owned refinery to good delivery lists.

Since the Emirates remains the most important destination for gold from Sudan, the U.S. Department of State should place special attention on urging Emirati authorities to
pursue regulatory reforms. U.S. economic officers should engage the Emirates bilaterally to urge officials to tighten import controls on gold from Sudan. Specifically, the Emirates government and the DMCC should require that any imports from Sudan are documented with invoices stating the consignees, certificates of origin, and proof of original export taxes paid. U.S. diplomats should also urge the Emirates to eliminate the hand-carry rule that allows smugglers to carry in large amounts of gold with limited scrutiny.

For their part, industry auditors from the LBMA, RJC, and CFSI should red-flag Sudan’s gold exports as conflict-affected during conflict-free audits, and require refiners to conduct additional due diligence and trace all gold coming from Sudan to its mine of origin to ensure that such purchases are not inadvertently fueling war in Darfur, Blue Nile, or South Kordofan. The gold industry’s existing responsible sourcing auditing programs are attempting to address conflict-affected supply chains from the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The same scrutiny should be applied to Sudan. This would thereby reduce the market value that any conflict-affected Sudanese gold can command.
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